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divided, the western half, including Amiens and several
castles, passing to the king, the eastern half being retained
by Philip of Alsace for his lifetime only.1 The count had
realised his defeat and accepted it; for the rest of his life he
remained loyal. So the first period of the reign ended with the
victory of the king over the great feudatories adjacent to the
royal domain. The result was a most important extension of
the domain, immediate and in prospect; moreover, there was
the ultimate addition of Artois to be anticipated also. Philip,
before he had reached the age of twenty-one, had achieved
two things : the greatest addition to the domain and the most
decisive victory over the great vassals that had been achieved
since the Capetian house came to the throne.
His intrigues jj^ this was all preliminary to the ultimate issue which
was never &r fr°m his mind, the trial of strength with the
English king. He could not be sovereign in his kingdom
while the Angevin house occupied so large a part of it. The
domestic difficulties of the English king were his opportunity,
and, whereas Louis VII had made but feeble use of them,
Philip II exploited them to the full. Moreover, he was careful
to foment them, and we find him intriguing in turn with the
young Henry, with Geoffrey, with Richard, and with John.
Henry and Geoffrey had been at his coronation and had
supported him against the count of Flanders ; it was natural
that he should send help to them when they were ut feud with
Richard in 1183. Henry II settled this conflict by siding
with Richard, and the sudden death of the young Henry
brought it to an end and left Richard as his father's heir.
This episode had not affected the relations between the two
kings, for Philip's action had preceded Henry's intervention;
and Henry persisted in his policy of neutrality during Philip's
struggle with his barons. But when his victory had been
won, Philip could begin to plot the greater undertaking. In
1180 he had Geoffrey at his court, and sxibtly worked on his
jealousy of his elder brother; but the sudden death of Geoffrey
brought this scheme to an end. Philip now came more into
the open with personal grievances against Henry. First of
all there was the Norman Vcxin, the dowry of his stepsister
1 When Philip of Alsace died at the siege of Acre in HOI, the whole of
the Verraandois became royal domain; and when Eleanor died in 1218,
Valois was added too.

